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By constructing a weakly degenerate weak Markov system we show that differ
entiability of any order is not sufficient for the existence of an integral representa
tion. An analytic weak Markov system is normalizable with a nonnegative function
and an analytic (strong) Markov system. <D 1994 Academic Press, Inc.

Let M be a subset of the real line with card M ~ n + 1. It was proven
by the first author of this paper [I]I:

THEOREM 1. A normalized weak Markov system {l, fl"'" fn} c F(M)
is representable, if and only il it has property (E).

This result was slightly extended by Zalik in [2]. The following example
shows that in the case of weak Markov systems even differentiability does
not guarantee the existence of an integral representation. On the other
hand, it is known that every Markov system {l, fl"'" fn} c Cn(I), where
I is an open interval, is representable.

EXAMPLE 1. Let 10 == 1 on IR. For each t E IR, define 11 and 12 by

if t > 0

if t ~ 0,

I We use the terminology introduced in [I).
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and fit) = Ii< - t). For every kEN, we have

. exp( -I/t 2
)

lim k = O.
I ~\l. t

It is easy to see that {I, fl' f2} forms a weak Markov system on every
interval I which contains the origin.

Applying the following theorem [I, Theorem 2] we obtain the existence
of a class of not representable weak Markov systems in C"'.

THEOREM 2. El'ery representable weak MarkO!' system {I, fl"'" fn} C

F(M) is weakly nondegenerated.

COROLLARY I. There exists a normalized weak MarkO!' system on CX(I),

which has no integral representation.

Let us denote by H( I) the space of all real analytic functions on an
open interval I.

PROPOSITION 1. If (I, f I' ... , f,) c H( I) is a weak MarkoI' system, it
also forms a MarkoI' system.

Proof The proof is clear for n = O. Assume that (to' ... , tn) E .1 11 + I( [)

are zeros of f E VII \ {O}. The Identity Theorem for analytic functions
implies that there exist Zi E (ti-I' t) with f(z) =t- 0 for all i = 0, ... , n + I
with t _ 1 = inf I = a and til + I = sup I = b.

Then, the set (zO,tO,ZI,tl,,,,,ZII,tll,ZII+l)E.1211+1(I) contains a
strong oscillation of length ~ n + 2 of f. But this contradicts the fact that
{I, fl' ... , fll} is a weak Markov system.

Let us call a weak Markov system {fll" .. , fll} c F( M) normalizable, if
there exists a normalized weak Markov system {1, g I' ... , gil} c F( M) with
fi = fo . gi for every i = I, ... , n.

Normalizable weak Tchebycheff systems were first studied by Zwick in
[3] in the context of nondegeneracy. In the case of analytic weak Markov
systems, which are a subset of the nondegenerated weak Markov systems,
one obtains the following result (see also [3, Theorem 4.5]):

THEOREM 3. Every weak MarkoI' system {fo,"" f,) c H(I) is normal
izable, and, the normalized system {I, gl"'" g,,} c H(I) forms a Markol'
system.

Proof Denote by N(Jo) the set of zeros of fo' Clearly N(Jo) is
countable, and its only accumulation points are the extremes of the
interval, so that we have Mfo) = {t j : j E Z c l}. Therefore, the set
(I, g!, ... , g,) defined by gi = fJfo, for i = 1, ... , n is a weak Markov
system on Ca, b) \ Mfo)'
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As a consequence of Proposition 1 we have that {l, g I' ... , g,,} is a
Markov system of analytic functions on (tj_ I' t) for every integer j. As in
the proof of Proposition 1, no function in the linear span of {l, g I' ... , g,.}
has more than n sign changes on (a, b) \ N(fo), and so the set
{l, g I' ... , gn} is a Markov system on (a, b) \ N(fn)'

The functions g" ... , g" may become unbounded in the neighborhoods
of a and b, but not at any other points of the interval (a, b). Let us prove
this statement by induction.

For n ~ 1, it is obviously true. Assume that all functions in the linear
span of (l, g), ... , gn -I} are bounded on every closed interval contained in
(a, b). Suppose, furthermore, that g" is unbounded at c E (a, b), where
c E N(fn) (observe that the only points at which g" can be unbounded are
in N(fo»' Without loss of generality, assume that g/t) --> cc as t ap
proaches c from the left. Since N(fo) is not dense in (a, b) we can find an
interval (a', b'), such that a < a' < b' < c and so that g" is bounded on
(a', b'). Then there exists a function g in the linear span of {l, g I"'" gil-I}

and points (to,"" t,,-I) E .jll«a' , d) \ N(fn» with d E (a', b'), so that
g(t) = (- 1)n -i for every i = 0, ... , n - 1. This implies that for a small
E > 0 and f:= (Eg" + g) E Un' we have sign f(t) = sign g(t) for every
i = 0, . .. ,n - 1, and f(t) --> 00 if t --> c _. Therefore, there exist tn E

(d,c)\N<fo) with f(tn) > 0 and a point 1,,+,E(c,b)\N(fn) with
f( tn + I) < f{t,,)·

But then (to, ... ,tll+1)E.jIl+t<!\N<fn» is an oscillation of length
n + 2 of f, in contradiction to the fact that (l, ... , g,) is a normalized
Markov system on (a, b) \ N(fo)'

Since fo,"" fn are analytic, for every c E N(fn) there are natural
numbers k; E N, and analytic functions hi with hJc) =F 0, such that
f;(x) = (x - c)k, . hi(x) for all x in a neighborhood Be of c, containing
no further zero of fo, other than c. Therefore, we have for every
i = 1, ... , n

k -k h,(x)
g;(x)=(x-c)' o'ho(x)'

Each hJho is analytic on B,., since hn(d =F O. All functions gi are
bounded, as x approaches c on the real line, we must have k i ~ k o' This
proves that each gi is analytic in Be'

Therefore, the functions {l, g I' ... ,g,,} are extendable to a Markov
system of analytic functions on the whole interval (a, b).

COROLLARY 2. Every weak Markol' system of analytic functions is
normalizable with a representable Markol' system of analytic functions.
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